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***** Print on Demand *****. When Dr. Yuri Kuchenkov learns that his daughter has lung cancer, he
desperately plans a way to raise money for treatments-by selling a nuclear suitcase bomb to an
Islamic terrorist organization headed by a wealthy Jordanian businessman. The nuclear device is
secreted inside a container and put aboard a ship headed for the Port of Newark. But CIA Agent
Peter O Brien learns only part of Kuchenkov s story before both O Brien s informant and Kuchenkov
are killed. Thinking that O Brien knows about the plan to detonate the bomb near New York City, the
CIA agent becomes the terrorist s next target. O Brien manages to call his friend, New York Times
journalist Hank Brennan, and desperately pleads for help. Brennan embarks upon a reckless
scheme that puts the life of the woman he loves at risk and brings him face-to-face with the
terrorists, who will stop at nothing to fulfill their mission.
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Reviews
This pdf can be worthy of a read through, and superior to other. It generally does not expense excessive. Its been printed in an exceptionally simple way
and it is just soon after i finished reading this ebook in which in fact modified me, change the way i really believe.
-- Mr . Aug ust Her miston PhD
Good electronic book and useful one. It usually does not expense a lot of. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the
book.
-- Annette B oyle
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